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In 2013 Big Image and 
Rosco opened discus-
sions for what was seen 
as a small potential col-
laboration. Since then, 
the relationship has 
blossomed into a very 
significant business for 
both companies. Diane 
Ricci, who works as the 
general manager for Di-
gital Printing at Rosco, 
played an important 
role in the establish-
ment of the relationship 
and in the development 

of the revolutionary product 
- SoftDrop. 

She describes the relationship 
as “the perfect marriage” bet-
ween two complementary orga-
nizations. ”The film industry is 
surprisingly conservative and it 
has always been
hard to introduce new technolo-
gies and techniques. However, 
we knew from the beginning 
that our clients are both sophisti-
cated and intelligent. So we were 
confident that once we could 
educate them, show them how 
much easier it will be for the film 
team to shoot, and demonstrate 
the benefits and ease of handling 
SoftDrop throughout the entire 
production
chain - they could not help but 
want it!”, explains Ricci. 
  

Europe and North America 
working together
During preparations for the 

Rosco is a global film industry company, foun-
ded in 1910, which is still best known for the 
products it has made for a hundred years: fil-
ters for entertainment lighting. The compa-
ny now offers products in more than a dozen 
categories, including the reason behind the 
collaboration between Big Image and Rosco – 
SoftDrops for the film and television industry.

“Stonewall” movie project in Canada, 
Rosco got to know Markus Förderer, a 
well respected Cinematographer from 
Munich. His stringent technical requi-
rements for the recreation of a 1969 New 
York neighborhood on a 2014 Montre-
al soundstage could only be accommo-
dated by the use of SoftDrops. Success 
on “Stonewall” led Markus to specify 
SoftDrop for his next feature film, ”In-
dependence Day – Resurgence”. “The 
combination of these two very diverse 
projects was instrumental in achieving 
widespread acceptance of SoftDrop 
within the film community, for which 
we indebted to Markus.”

An industry looking for control
Ricci explains that within the Cinema-
tography community there is a rising 
desire to regain control of what ap-
pears on the screen, to return to the era 
of creating the look “in camera”, rather 
than handing off responsibility to the 
Visual Effects (VFX) department. They 
want to see the final appearance of the 
stage right in front of them, a benefit 
that green screens can’t offer. Another 
important parameter for using a more 
natural backdrop is the actors, who like 
to see and feel the surrounding set as it 
makes it easier for them to act naturally. 
Due to a reflection- free surface, lighting 
the SoftDrop is both easy and flexible. 
This allows the film crew to be in full 
control of the scenery and enables them 
to set the right mood for every scene.

Capturing a 3D world on a 2D surface
One of the biggest challenges in creating 
a backdrop is to map a 3-dimensional 
view onto a 2-dimensional surface and 

still have it look realistic. Rosco’s ima-
ging expert Phil Greenstreet summed 
up the issues: ”You have to take time of 
day, scale, horizon, color temperature, 
and distance from the observer all into 
consideration and make it look real on 
camera while creating the illusion of a 
good depth of field. It’s always a chal-
lenge to fully configure all the informa-
tion provided by the film team and make 
it look real on a backdrop, but SoftDrop 
offers the best combination of printing 
properties in the industry. It’s not just an 
incremental improvement on previous 
technologies, it’s literally twice as good 
as the competition.”

How do SoftDrops fit in with  
the digital revolution?
When a view outside a set is needed, 
Filmmakers have many alternatives. 
Blue- and green-screen, rear-projec-
tion, LED walls, and even hand-painted 
drops each have their place. SoftDrop 
provides another option, which is cost 
effective, easy to use, and provides in-
camera control. While it is not the only 
choice, it is proving increasingly popu-
lar compared to other technologies and 
techniques. We anticipate many success-
ful years of use for SoftDrop, and are 
proud to have provided this new tool to 
the entertainment industry. 

Into the Future
The life of SoftDrop in film production 
has just started, and together with our  
clients both 
Rosco and Big 
Image conti-
nue to work 
hard to deve-
lop the sys-
tem further. Fabrics, ink formulations, 
and printer software and hardware are 
being subjected to a rigorous program 

“The film industry is surprisingly conser-
vative and it has always been hard introdu-
cing new technologies and techniques.”

ROSCO + BIG IMAGE =
THE PERFECT MARRIAGE

aimed at continuous improvement. We 
are in the process of building a second 
Infinitus printer, while carefully expan-
ding our team to support the rapidly 

growing world-
wide demand for 
SoftDrops. While 
the future always 
holds uncertain-
ties, there’s one 

thing we are sure of: if you like SoftDrop 
now, you’re going to love it in a couple 
of years.
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